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Circle all of the sea creatures that begin with the letter S.

THE LETTER “S”



How many sea creatures are in each box?  Count and then circle the correct number.
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HOW MANY ARE THERE?



Color all of the circles green.  Color all of the triangles yellow.

How many circles did you color? How many triangles did you color?

Draw your own triangles.

Draw your own circles.

CIRCLES AND TRIANGLES



ALL THE CREATURES IN THE SEA

How many of each sea creature do you see?  Count carefully and write your answer in 

the correct box.
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Each oyster has a number in the shell.  This number will tell you how many pearls the 

oyster should have in it.  Draw the correct number of pearls in each oyster.  The 

first one is done for you.
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DRAW THE PEARLS



Fill in the missing letter in each word.  Use the word bank at the bottom of the page 

to help you.

sha__k

shark crab

seagull orca

WORD BANK

cra__

sea__ull

or__a

FINISH EACH WORD
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CONNECT THE DOTS



CONNECT THE DOTS
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Draw a line between the matching sea creatures.

MATCHING



Find the sea creatures on the graph and write down the coordinates they are located

at.  The first one is done for you.

SEA CREATURE GRAPHING
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Spanish with Paco

Hola, children!  Let’s practice our colors in Spanish!

Color the star amarillo. yellow

Color the frog verde. green

Color the flower morado. purple

Color the heart rojo. red

Color the cat anaranjado. orange

Color the bicycle azul. blue

Color the teddy bear marron. brown

Color the gorilla negro. black



Color all of the squares blue.  Color all of the hearts red.

How many squares did you color? How many hearts did you color?

Draw your own hearts.

Draw your own squares.

HEARTS AND SQUARES
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Write the number that would come next in the last box in each row.

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9

WHAT NUMBER COMES NEXT?



K M J D R L

SP C OB T

W G Z C F H

Look at the picture of the sea creature in each box and figure out what it is.   Circle 

the letter that the creature’s name starts with.

WHAT’S THE FIRST LETTER?



Circle the sea creatures in each row that are the same.  Draw an X through the one

that is different.

WHICH ONE IS DIFFERENT?



S H E L L O W
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WORD SEARCH

SHELL

CRAB

EEL

OCEAN

SHARK

WHALE

FISH

KELP









ALL ABOUT MARINE MAMMALS

WITH PROFESSOR GALAXY

Marine mammals live in the ocean or the sea where 

the water is salty.

All mammals give birth to live babies whether they 

are sea mammals or land mammals.

Mammal mommies produce milk to feed their babies.

Mammals’ bodies are covered with hair, but many  times we 

can’t see the hair.

Here are some examples of marine mammals:

Dolphin Seal Humpback Whale

Orca Walrus



Marine mammals are some of the most amazing creatures on earth.  Make mobile of
marine mammals to hang in your room.  Here’s how:

Crayons/Markers
Scissors
Glue
Construction Paper

How to do it:
1.  Mount the marine mammals below on colored construction paper then color and cut 
    them out.
2. Color the eating surface of a paper plate your favorite color.
3. Punch 5 evenly spaced holes around the outer edge of the plate and one hole in 
    each of the mammals.
4. Cut 5 pieces of yarn or string about 12 inches long and use them to attach the 5 
    small pictures to the paper plate.  Remember to keep the colored surface of the 
    paper plate facing the small pictures so that when you look up at your mobile you 
    see color.
5. Cut 3 more pieces of yarn or string about 18 inches long.  Tie these to the top of 
    the mobile using three of the holes that you punched.  Space the strings so that
    when you tie the ends together the mobile will be balanced (like a hanging plant).
    

String/Yarn
Hole Punch
Paper Plate

What you need:



Color and cut out Scuba Jack and the fish.  Glue them onto a piece of blue 

construction  paper to create an underwater scene! You  can add some 

pieces of green construction paper or green yarn to the bottom of your page 

to look like seaweed.

SCUBA JACK CRAFT



MAJESTIC HARBOR

Majestic Harbor is the home of Scuba Jack and his friends.  It is a small coastal 

village.  Create your own vision of Majestic Harbor by coloring and cutting out

the shops below and gluing them on to a piece of colored construction paper.



These sea creatures are trying to line up in alphabetical order and need your help! Each 

creature is wearing a letter.  Cut them out and either glue them onto a new piece of 

paper in order from A - E or lay them out in front of you in the correct order.
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Scuba Jack Loves Shapes!

Cut out the boxes below.  Match these shapes with the shapes above.  Glue the 

matching shapes in place.

Square Circle Triangle

Diamond Heart



co
w

cat

p
ig

dog
Starlink Sight Words

cut this
box out

Mount this page on a heavier piece of paper to
make your finished product sturdier.

Cut out the circle and the Starlink.  Remember
to cut out the box in the middle of the Starlink.

Push a brass fastener through the small
black dot on the starlink and then through
the black dot on the circle.

Open the fastener to keep it in place.

As you spin the circle, the sight words
and pictures should appear in the box.

Practice reading and spelling these
sight words.



Cut out the whales and line them up in front of you from smallest to largest.  When you 

are done, mix them up and arrange them from largest to smallest.

WHALE SIZING



WHAT SHAPE COMES NEXT?

Use the shapes in the boxes at the bottom of the page to complete each pattern.



Cut out the sea creatures at the bottom of the page and glue them into the correct box.  

Read the clues to help you decide which sea creature belongs where.  Next, cut out the

names of the sea creatures and glue the correct name under the correct creature.

I am a jellyfish.

I am a star fish or sea star.

I am an octopus.

I am a narwhal.

I am a crab.

I am a hermit crab.

I have 8 arms called tentacles.

What am I?

Creatures like me have been
swimming in the ocean since
dinosaurs roamed the earth.
What am I?

I am known as the “Unicorn of
the Sea”.

What am I?

If I lose one of my arms I can
regrow or regenerate a new
one.
What am I?

When I outgrow my shell, I 
move out and find a bigger 
shell.
What am I?

I am called a decapod which
means I have 10 legs.

What am I?

WHAT AM I?
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